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Collibra Platform
Empower your enterprise through a unified
platform for digital business transformation
The proliferation of data has put organizations in a sticky situation. On one hand,
they are excited to use the vast amount of data to generate insights, but on the
other hand, they have so much data that they don’t know how to access it, trust
it or use it. It is hard for business users to gather accurate data and collaborate
to make decisions, and it is difficult for data stewards to keep data assets and
definitions up to date.
Collibra offers a cloud-based platform that empowers organizations to unlock the
value of their data and achieve Data Intelligence. We connect IT and the business
by removing the fragmentation and complexity of traditional data management
technologies. With the Collibra Platform, business users can gain visibility into
their data, collaborate intelligently and build a data-centric culture among their
peers. The Collibra Platform enables Data Citizens to easily access trustworthy
data, automate processes, manage compliance and, ultimately, make their
data meaningful.

“Our key requirement was the
need to provide both technical
and business teams with the
right self-services, for them
to make the best decisions
that will ultimately bring value
to customers. Collibra has
laid the foundations for our
business to operate safely
and efficiently, allowing us to
become a truly data-driven
organisation.”
Laurent Mons
Data Governance and Quality
Leader, Proximus

Benefits

Open, scalable platform
for innovation

Built with usability and collaboration
in mind

Security for the enterprise, from the
ground up

Collibra’s cloud-native platform uses

Designed for the business user, the

Core to the platform are security,

a microservice architecture, open

Collibra Platform facilitates collaboration

compliance, and privacy approaches

APIs and graph metadata analytics

across all areas of the business through

with enterprise-level standards such

technology. This robust platform

an intuitive user interface, context-aware

as SAML single sign-on, role-based

enables existing Data Intelligence

search and a flexible operating model

access management and encryption.

initiatives and a full range of extensions

that works out-of-the-box and can be

The secure platform ensures that you

across use cases to accelerate

customized to support the unique needs

can run your business and protect data

innovation.

of your business.

without concern.
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Product Highlights
Contextual Search

Intuitive Workflows

Reporting & Dashboards

Collibra Everywhere

Easily find accurate, trusted and
secure data all in one centralized
location. Search across and within
domains using context-aware
parameters and filter using facets
to find data quickly.

Leverage user-friendly web tools
to build and design workflows that
automate business processes
without the need for technical
resources. Use workflows to
increase speed to outcome
across the business.

Gain insight into your data maturity.
Access out of the box, bestpractice reporting templates or
build your own custom reports to
understand the maturity of your
data program and trends over time.

Access the information you need
and gain visibility into your data from
wherever you are, without the need
to leave your existing application.
Achieve new levels of efficiency
and productivity.

Data Stewardship

Data Helpdesk

APIs

Flexible Operating Model

Empower data stewards to
collaborate with stakeholders
across the business. Assign
roles and responsibilities so that
stewards can more effectively
protect, share and improve the
quality of data assets.

Improve trust in and quality of data
by democratizing the ability to raise
and resolve issues. Collect issues
from across the business and
route them intelligently to the right
stakeholder for resolution.

Create, update and retrieve data
from the Collibra Platform wherever
your work. Establish a single system
of record for your data that links all
data sources, applications, data
quality tools and metadata together.

Design your own asset structures
and characteristics in a way that
works for the unique nature of your
business in order to achieve lasting
Data Intelligence.

If you are interested in learning more, please visit our website
and request a demo at collibra.com/request-a-demo.

For additional questions,
contact us at:

United States

United Kingdom

All other locations

By email

+1 646 893 3042

+44 203 695 6965

+32 2 894 79 60

info@collibra.com

